7. The Character of Legal Theory

Essential

- Finnis, *Natural Law and Natural Rights*, Ch. 1.

Further

- Dworkin, ‘Hart’s Posthumous Reply’, unpublished manuscript (DESK), 2-19

Essay

Can legal theory be descriptive?

Questions

Is Hart describing how expressions such as ‘obligation’, ‘law’, or ‘legal duty’ are used?

What is wrong with definitions of terms such as ‘law’, according to Hart? How does Hart’s own method differ from an attempt to define such terms?

What is a descriptive theory of law describing? What makes its claims true?

Can we explain the nature of law by elucidating the concept of law?

Can legal theory be descriptive, consistent with the law being a matter of justification of past political practices? Can legal theory be normative, consistent with the law being a matter of historical facts alone?

Is it true that when we disagree about what counts as e.g. democratic, we hold ourselves
responsible to a standard of correct use that is defined by the criteria for the application of the concept that are actually used by our community?